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LotFP is the beautiful and brutal tabletop role-playing
game supported with a full range of rulebooks, settings, and
adventures!
Free basic downloads of the rules and Referee guide, as well
as free adventure downloads, available at www.lotfp.com.
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AUTHOR’S
INTRODUCTION

T

he headline read “Gwar Singer Dave
Brockie, a.k.a. Oderus Urungus,
Dead at 50.” I bolted straight up in my
chair almost spilling a full cup of coffee. What
the fuck?!? How can Oderus be dead? Nothing
can kill him. I immediately forwarded the sad
news to all my
friends. Yes. The
article says it
could be drugs.
That stupid
selfish fucker!
My history with
GWAR goes way
back. The first
time I saw the
band perform
was in 1989
at a shithole
punk club in
Trenton, New
Jersey called
City Gardens,
but everyone
called it Shitty
Gardens. My
family moved
around a lot
back then. The
scene in Trenton
was overrun
by skinheads
the same as
back in central
Florida. GWAR
was opening for GBH and the place was
fucking chaos when I walked through the
door. My girlfriend at the time, Julie, knew
the bartender or something so we sat at

the back bar and either got served drinks
or poured bottles of liquor into our soda.
My memory is pretty hazy. I was fifteen.
I was a big fan of GBH, but I had never heard
of GWAR at the time. There was a big banner
with block letters spelling out the band’s name
that I kept mispronouncing as “G War.” Then,
the lights turned down and the Scumdogs
hit the stage. Guitar riffs started sawing the
air followed by arterial sprays of blood from
some fucked
up puppet head
thing being
decapitated.
Holy fuck! I
was completely
terrified. A
fight or flight
response was
triggered in
my adolescent
brain. I kept
staring at the
door. Should
I get the fuck
out of here?
What the fuck
is going on? No
one else seemed
to be freaking
out and I didn’t
want to look
silly in front
of Julie. Also,
fuck you. We
didn’t have the
Internet back
then. I wasn’t
inured to this
spectacle by seeing videos of hostages being
decapitated and crime scene photos of
children at traffic accidents. You know. All
the shit you kids take for granted these days.

There was suddenly a lull on the machine gun
of sound firing from the amps. Someone on
stage was fucking a redneck’s favorite sheep
in front of him. Then, they chopped the sheep
up with an axe and the blood began spewing
again. I laughed my ass off and finally relaxed.
Over the next hour, I was treated to one
of the best shows I’d ever had the privilege
of attending. I never did get any closer to
the stage than the back of the pit though.
GWAR became my yardstick for measuring
whether a girl was cool or not. Years later, I
bought tickets for my then-girlfriend, Trish,
and myself to a GWAR show in New York
City. You’ve never heard of GWAR? Perfect!
I sat on the couch of her Upper East Side
basement apartment waiting for her to get
ready. She finally comes out of her bedroom
dressed in a mini-skirt and a white t-shirt.
Yes. I am a complete cock. I said nothing. We
missed the opening band and waded through
the pit to the front of the stage just before
GWAR hit the stage. Forty-five seconds later,
I was already at the back bar getting an earful
from Trish, both of us drenched from head
to toe in red and green ichor. It couldn’t have
been that bad though. We’ve been married
fifteen years and have three kickass daughters.
The moment after I absorbed the shocking
news of Dave Brockie’s passing, my first
thought was to find out what the status of
his role-playing game project was. As a huge
tabletop gaming geek, I had been keenly
following it for the last year. The IndieGoGo
campaign ended before I had even heard of
it. The publisher, James Edward Raggi IV,
posted an update a couple days later saying
the adventure was only half completed. As
a freelance tabletop game designer with
several published credits, I thought I had a
chance at being able to complete the project
so I immediately threw my hat in the ring. A
week later, I had the job and started poring

over the manuscript. Loi-Goi. The Voiden.
Why does this sound familiar? I pulled out
my copy of Whargoul, Dave Brockie’s only
novel. The Loi-Goi is the main antagonist
of the book. The name is also mentioned in
the song, “They Swallowed The Sun,” on the
last GWAR album, Battle Maximus. I picked
up my moleskine and started taking notes. I
had to do this right for Dave. I watched and
rewatched every interview and appearance
of Oderus Urungus I could find, including
his hilarious guest appearances on Fox’s “Red
Eye.” My research filled me with even more
sadness. Brockie possessed a singular humor
and intelligence. He was an utterly unique
individual the likes of which has never been
seen before and likely will never be seen again.
The book you hold in your hands today is
my meager attempt to finish Towers Two
in Dave Brockie’s style. Dave had already
more than completed half the book and all
of the maps for the adventure. His words
are almost entirely untouched. I tried to
match his tone and writing style using the
example of the existing manuscript and his
novel. Dave’s original concept in written
email was that the twin brothers in the
adventure are actually the same person,
and even dropped hints into the existing
manuscript to foreshadow this. All the needles
are in the red. It is my sincere hope that my
contributions fade into the background to
showcase Mr. Brockie’s creative genius.
Fly now with Flattus, Oderus, and have sex
with the dead.
Jobe Bittman
July 9, 2014
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Deathfuck Magic

DEATHFUCK
MAGIC

T

he presence of the Loi-Goi taints the
areas where it breaks the surface of
the planet, and enflames base passions
for blood, murder, and sex. The Loi-Goi
feeds off the misery generated by fighting
and warfare that inevitably follows. The LoiGoi picks the most powerful leaders among
the surface dwellers to imbue with its power
directly, then it sends a tentacle-pod up the
target’s ass to inject some of its raw power.
The Chosen’s mind is stripped away until
they become complete murder junkies that
hunger ceaselessly for raping and killing. The
only way to slake their junk sickness is to
suck the brain juice out of their dead victims.
Totally corrupted Chosen are sucked through
the Loi-Goi’s tentacles after death. The flesh
sculptors can recreate the Chosen and send it
back to continue the Loi-Goi’s foul scheme.

1D8

Razak has spent years experimenting on
prisoners and studying the power of the
Loi-Goi in his dungeon workshop. The
sorcerer calls his master’s power “deathfuck
magic,” and has created a disturbing array
of bizarre weapons fashioned after sex toys
and bondage gear to more easily extract
and concentrate energy-rich brain juice.
These aren’t the kind of dongs you would
find in your mom’s sock drawer unless your
mom is a seriously disturbed individual.
Deathfuck weapons draw power from
extinguishing life. Each time a creature is
killed with a deathfuck weapon, bloody
bone straws and meaty gristle erupt from the
wielder’s flesh and connect to the weapon to
absorb the power. The wielder gains a number
of deathfuck magic points equal to the
number of the slain creature’s Hit Dice.

Deathfuck Corruption

1

Extra mêlée attack: The character gains an extra appendage and extra mêlée attack that
does 1d10 damage. The Referee can have fun with this one. Make up something new
every time like an arm grows another arm that turns into a sword, or a pseudopod tipped
by a bonesaw shoots from the chest.

2

Extra ranged attack: The character gains an extra appendage and extra ranged attack that
does 1d8 damage. A WWII-era German Maschinengewehr 42 might suddenly grow out
of the character’s back and spray bullets.

3

Ooze flesh: The character turns to a fleshy ooze which causes all physical attacks against
the character to be reduced by half.

4

Supersized: The character rapidly grows in height or girth as new muscles surge over its
flesh. Double the character’s hit points.

5

Cranked: The character becomes a blur moving at double speed, and can’t stop grinding
their teeth.

6

Acid blood: Painful boils and pustules erupt all over the character’s body. Any attacks
cause acid blood to spray on anyone nearby for +1d4 damage.

7

Blood drinker: Cartilaginous straws pointed like needles stick into a nearby creature for
+1d4 point damage. Character gains the same number of hit points.

8

Flight: Strange wings grow from the character, which look different everytime. One time
they might be dragonfly wings, the next raven, and then next bat.
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Deathfuck Magic
The character empathically understands that accumulated magic points can
be used freely any time to exercise one of the following powers:
• Heal Self – For each point spent, the character heals 1 hit point.
• Cast Lost Spells – A spellcaster can recast a spell that has been
spent that day by using one magic point per spell level.
• Unleash Corruption Power – A character may choose to submit to the siren call
of deathfuck might, allowing its corrupting influence to take hold of his or her
mortal form. At the cost of 1 point, the character invokes a random power on
the “Deathfuck Corruption” table that remains active for 5 minutes. Corruption
powers are cumulative so the same power can be invoked more than once.
The use of deathfuck magic comes at a dear cost. Once each corruption has been randomly
invoked at least once, the character becomes fully corrupted. The character can no longer
heal through natural or magical means except by using the “Heal Self ” deathfuck power.
The character’s genitals begin to shrink and wither. Every time fully corrupted characters
use a deathfuck power, they must save versus Magic with a -1 cumulative penalty for
every corpse on the battlefield. Failure means the character immediately gains 6 random
corruption powers (the first becomes permanent), and the character immediately flies into
a blind rage for 1d6 round, attacking anyone nearby, friend or foe. The Remove Curse spell
is useless on those suffering from full corruption. The corrupted character must save versus
Magic every 24 hours or become a mindless thrall bound to the Loi-Goi for all eternity.
Deathfuck armaments take many forms. Here are a few examples:

DEATH PHALLUS

Of all deathfuck weapons, death phalluses are the most numerous. Razak loves cock and spends
tens of hours lovingly handcrafting artisanal quality reproductions of the preserved members
he has in a display case. Death phalluses are used as spears and give a +4 bonus to hit unless
otherwise stated. The weapon must be driven deep into a body to fully extract its cache of power.
Impaling the head or spine is the most effective way to unleash the succulent brain juice that
concentrates the sweet deathfuck energies.
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Deathfuck Magic
CUNT WHIP

Razak bred monsters for a time, but soon grew
tired of the upkeep. One of the products from
those times was a cross between a succubus
and a vampire. Razak flayed the resulting thing
and sold the skin. There’s a huge market for
succubus leather. Who knew? The old sorcerer
did keep a large section of the succubus crotch
though and went to work on it under the
benevolent tutelage of the Loi-Goi tentaclepod. Through various necromantic spells,
Razak reanimated the supple succubus cunt
and attached it to the end of a whip woven
from unbreakable minotaur hide. All attacks
with the cunt whip are at a +3 bonus to hit and
do 1d4 points of damage. Furthermore, the
undead pussy facehugs the target and stabs its
victim with a fang that’s hidden by the clitoral
hood injecting poison for an additional 1d6
damage. The target must make an immediate
save versus Poison or die instantly. Victims
are subject to additional automatic attacks
in the next round unless they escape. Roll
a d20 + mêlée bonus + Strength bonus
versus that cunt whip’s original attack roll.
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